Introduction

During their studies at the university and even after obtaining a basic university degree, many students remain confused about their future. Not knowing as to what to do next, they grope in the dark. They are often unaware of their competencies and potentials, and about the sprouting opportunities around. As such, they fail to prepare themselves for the future in time. Gradually they lose confidence in themselves, and cease to take any initiative. Future always comes late to such persons. However, the future can be summoned early if the young persons are guided and mentored in time, if their oral and written communication skills are developed in time, if their knowledge base is broadened in time, and if they are encouraged-in time- to be serious with their life, career and future. Teaching and training program for CSS and other competitive exams at IOBM aims at grooming the young people into confident, knowledgeable, forward looking and dynamic personalities and helping them recognize and actualize their potentials.

The past cannot be changed, but the future can be changed through futuristic vision, will power, hard work, focused preparation, scientific planning, and with the help of mentors, career guides, and motivating teachers. However, the journey begins with the first step, with the realization that the future is important and a better future is within reach.

Why Prepare for CSS Exams?

Preparation for the Central Superior Services (CSS) exams may lay the foundation for a stable, promising and brighter career. To begin with, those who qualify the CSS written test and interview join the elite services of Pakistan. In due course, they become Assistant Commissioners, Deputy Commissioners, and Commissioners, Additional Secretaries and Secretaries at Provincial and Federal level, Heads of different Government Institutions, Income Tax Commissioners, Commissioners Custom, Consul Generals and Ambassadors, Auditor Generals, DiGs and IGs, and so on. The Program for CSS and other competitive exams being offered is committed to prepare the youth of Pakistan for high profile jobs in the government and private sectors. Though it focuses on CSS exams, it automatically also prepares the youth for other competitive exams for good jobs in the government, banks, media, security organizations, teaching and research, and also for higher studies in Pakistan and abroad.

Outcome

This is a highly motivational teaching and training program. After completing the program, the students would be competent enough to compete for any competitive exam for higher grade jobs in the government or private sector. In addition, they would be able to face interviews without any fear or nervousness. In due course, they would be transformed into dynamic personalities with full confidence in their abilities as they would acquire broad based knowledge and achieve remarkable improvement in their written and oral communication skills. In addition, they would be more serious with their life, career and future and rise in any profession of their choice as they would be guided, groomed and encouraged by dedicated teachers and mentors throughout the duration of this program and after.

CSS Preparatory Program

Courses to be covered:
All Compulsory Subjects for CSS exams:
1) English Essay
2) English (Précis & Composition)
3) General Science & Ability
4) Current Affairs
5) Pakistan Affairs; and
6) Islamic Studies will be taught one day each for one and half hours by highly educated and experienced Professors.

We will also teach Optional Papers chosen by the students themselves. However, we will help them in selection of Optional Papers according to the requirements of the FPSC. Optional Papers will also be taught every day Monday through Saturday after the compulsory paper class. This will also be taught for one and half hours each course.

All Papers will be taught for 20 days which means 30 hours for a course.

Date: Starting June 19, 2021
Time: 9AM to 3:30PM
Venue: Online - (Weekend Classes)

Fees: Rs.66,000 per head
(6 compulsory & 6 Optional Subjects) or Rs.5,500 each course per head;
Includes Virtual Classes, Certificate and Networking.